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ABSTRACT

A knowledge engineering tool called GESS (General Expert System Shell) is presented which is used for building different types of expert systems. Knowledge representation is based on direct extensions of the idea of decision tables. It was found that this formalism reduces the knowledge acquisition bottleneck by assisting the knowledge engineer in the structuring of knowledge because it enforces completeness and allows for automated checking of contradictions and redundancies. It was also found that this formalism is quite flexible in expressing knowledge and implementing different reasoning paradigms as is discussed in this paper. Complex systems have been built with Gess using its capability of creating networks of decision tables and the accessibility of the external computer environment from within Gess.

1. INTRODUCTION

The formalism of decision tables (DT) was introduced to represent complex decision logic in a systematic manner [5, 7]. Theoretically decision tables can model an entire program [6] and yet they have been surprisingly neglected by many DP organisations [1].

However, the usefulness of the application of DT as a decision support technique was demonstrated by Maes et al [8, 11]. They have also formed the basis of control structures in user-oriented systems [4, 9]. We have taken this idea further by applying it in the field of knowledge based systems and expert systems.

To our knowledge, other related work in the field of knowledge based systems is limited to systems that allow the user to build decision trees [2, 12]. Decision trees have however the disadvantage of becoming unwieldy when there are a substantial number of conditions and actions. Another disadvantage is that they do not “force” the designer to look at every possible combination of conditions, and some might be overlooked. This is definitely not the case with decision tables. With Gess this completeness is checked by the system, together with the checking for contradictions and redundancies.

2. BASIC CONCEPTS IN GESS

2.1 Access to external data dictionary

Inputs and outputs for Gess decision tables are records which are described in an external data dictionary. This also allows Gess to access external operational or corporate databases which can then serve as “bulk” facts providers.

2.2 Network of decision tables

Gess uses the concept of subroutine decision tables invokable from conditions and/or actions.

It renders complex tables simpler by reducing them to several smaller ones. In fact this has proven to be so powerful that a test facility for running decision tables with test values was seldom used because the tables could easily be desk-checked.

It allows one to use the top-down refinement technique to construct the application logic.

It provides for modularity – a subroutine table can be called from any other decision table. This effectively allows one to create a network of decision tables, which is a powerful feature.
2.3 The four basic programming concepts

The subroutine concept also allowed us to introduce the three basic constructs of sequence, selection and iteration between decision tables. Together with the fact that calculations are supported, this provides the theoretical foundation that any algorithm can be implemented.

In figure 1 we see that depending on the condition, either table TAB3, TAB2 and TAB1 will be executed, and in that sequence, or TAB4 and TAB3 will be executed. Note that TAB1 calls itself recursively.

Through this important generalisation it is possible to implement different reasoning paradigms such as forward and backward chaining and generate-and-test as will be shown in section 3.

![Figure 1](image)

2.4 Implementation

There are 2 basic parts in Gess. The first part is the compiler. It accesses the data dictionary to check record and field names used in the DT, checks for completeness for the combinations of conditions, checks for contradictions and redundancies and finally writes the compiled tables onto the rule base in a specialised internal format (not program code). This format allows to sort combinations and/or conditions according to frequency of use or other parameters.

The second part entails the use of the DT. This program consists also of 2 parts. The first one is the Gess executer which loads the necessary DT and interpretes the internal format. The second part is the master program.

This master program can be: replaced (user-rewritten),
        simple/complex,
        batch/online,
        one/many.

This split between executer and master program gives Gess additional flexibility and also allows for a high degree of integration with the external computer environment. In fact this master program can range from a traditional application program (which consults the rule base via the executer) to a very simple master program that would call a first decision table to receive names of records to read and names of tables to call and would then have a loop to call all these tables sequentially. All the logic would thus be in the decision tables.

Gess has a standard set of master programs, but nothing prevents the user from replacing them with for instance a natural language interface program.

These are just a few basic examples of how the concept of the master program can be used.
3. EXPERIMENTS AND APPLICATIONS

3.1 Implementation of a backward chaining paradigm

Assume a set of rules like

\[ A \rightarrow B \quad (A \text{ implies } B) \]
\[ B \rightarrow C \]
\[ C, D \rightarrow E \quad (C \text{ AND } D \text{ imply } E) \]

Backward chaining then starts from a goal, say E. In order to prove E the third rule is used so that the system now tries to prove C and D and so on.

A rule such as A implies B, becomes the following decision table.

\[
\begin{array}{c|cc|c}
A='N' & Y & N & Y \\
A='Y' & Y & - & N \\
EXIT & - & Y & N \\
B='Y' & * & - & - \\
SOLVE(A) & * & * & * \\
\end{array}
\]

The backward chaining is provided by the SOLVE(A) action, which is executed when it is found that A is not evaluated yet. There are several implementations possible for SOLVE(A), one of them is to put A on top of a stack which keeps track of goals still to be proven, then leave this table and look for one which proves A.

It is important to remark that this basic table can easily be extended with more actions in order to include explanation and a trace. The explanation can be used to justify conclusions reached and the trace can be used to show the reasoning chain when asked for by the user.

\[
\begin{array}{c|cc|c}
A='N' & Y & N & N \\
A='Y' & Y & - & N \\
EXIT & - & Y & N \\
B='Y' & * & - & - \\
TEXT='EXPLAIN' & * & * & * \\
SOLVE(A) & * & * & * \\
TRACE='RULEi' & * & * & * \\
\end{array}
\]

Note that everything that concerns the relationship between objects A and B is located together in 1 table, in an easy to comprehend format. We call this a decision unit.

3.2 Forward chaining paradigm

This is the natural execution mode of decision tables, whereby data triggers conditions which then select certain actions such as calling other tables, updating some records or reaching some conclusions.

3.3 Generate-and-test paradigm

To test the versatility of Gess a simplified version of the expert system GA1 [3] was emulated in Gess. GA1 is an expert system which infers complete molecular structures from measurements of molecular pieces. GA1 was chosen because it uses a generate-and-test
paradigm.
A simplified version of GA1 has been successfully implemented in Gess using 7 tables.

3.4 Reasoning under uncertainty

We also found that different methods were possible to implement reasoning under uncertainty in Gess.

With the first method we structure one of the I/O records as in figure 2, where PROBi is probability (or certainty factor) number i and TABi is the name of the decision table which represents hypothesis i. Thus the system currently "believes" hypothesis TABi with probability PROBi.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROB1</th>
<th>TAB1</th>
<th>PROB2</th>
<th>TAB2</th>
<th>PROB3</th>
<th>TAB3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**figure 2**

This RECORD 1 which partially plays the role of blackboard [3] can be updated by decision tables representing the hypothesis the system is trying to prove. Probabilities can be changed or hypothesis added or deleted from this "blackboard" record.

Another method is a combination of the above method and the earlier mentioned backward chaining implementation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A = 0</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 &lt; A &lt; 0.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5 ≤ A &lt; 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A = 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**figure 3**

Here A and B do not just use YES or No, but certainty or probability factors. In the example an arbitrary formula is used to update the certainty factor of B, but any formula can be used. Remark that we still have all the relevant information concerning the relationship between A and B located in one decision unit.

A third method is the application of fuzzy sets which are implemented in a similar way as in figure 3, but where we generalise the mapping function between A and B.

The implementation in Gess of these 3 methods is quite straightforward and provides an elegant way to deal with reasoning under uncertainty, whilst at the same time allowing an easy integration of explanatory text for each decision or action as explained in section 3.1.

Using the methods mentioned above, several small expert systems have been or are being implemented in Gess (e.g. car-engine adviser, student curriculum adviser).
4. PERFORMANCE

Gess is written in PL/1 and runs on IBM mainframes. The compiler comprises about 500k bytes and the executer, about 80k bytes. If you disregard the loading time of a cluster of decision tables, which can be as small as 50ms if they are all in one physical I/O block, then the average execution time of a table with 10 conditions and 10 actions is about 5ms on an IBM 3033U. This increases linearly with the number of conditions and actions.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Gess, based on decision tables, has a different approach to expert systems. However, by extending this basic idea we have created a general purpose tool which allows us to build powerful systems.

The knowledge representation is straightforward and is quickly grasped, even by non-DP people. It has been our experience that one quickly finds new and unforeseen ways of applying Gess, helped by this format of extended decision tables which eases the knowledge acquisition and representation problem and forces one to be systematic.

Another important feature of Gess is its close integration with the external computer environment (databases, application programs). This allows Gess to access and handle large knowledge bases and actually run on its own (batch mode).

On the other hand, it has been pointed out that decision tables can have some ambiguity. Solutions have been proposed for that [10] in the form of adding weights to conditions and combinations. This is one of the extensions currently being investigated. Other extensions are implementing an automated trace facility and extending the learning capabilities which are now limited to updating the facts database (records) and not the rule database (decision tables).
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